Six tied for first at the US Open in Indianapolis, Indiana with 7.5/9: GM-elect Alex Lenderman, IM Jacek Stopa and GMs Sergey Kudrin, Alex Yermolinsky, Dmitry Gurevich, and Jesse Kraai. Stopa is from Poland; the other five all earn a spot into the 2010 US Championships, currently set for Saint Louis in Spring 2010. The top two GMs on tiebreak, Dmitry Gurevich and Sergey Kudrin had a blitz playoff for the official title. Gurevich won that game:

```
```

See the [final standings here](http://main.uschess.org/content/view/9619/544), [MSA with rating changes](http://main.uschess.org/content/view/9619/544), and [access games from Monroi.com](http://main.uschess.org/content/view/9619/544). Full story from Macauley Peterson coming soon!
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Announcements

- **Thanks to our USCF Benefactors!**
- New Junior Grand Prix Sponsor: [Chessmagnetschool.com](http://www.chessmagnetschool.com)
- All-Girls Nationals April 8-10, Chicago
- Junior High Nationals (K-9) April 15-17, Columbus
- High School Nationals (K-12) April 29-May 1, Nashville
- Elementary Nationals (K-6) May 5-8, Dallas
Interview with new clubs committee chair, Bob Rasmussen

Changes to Olympiad Qualification Rules

TD Certification Rules and Rulebook changes updated (pdfs)
  - USCF Fees for FIDE Change
  - USCF National bidding brochure
  - Reports & Standings pages for Grand Prix, JGP, MAP, top players by state, etc.
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